Love Creek County Park - Cross-Country SKI Trails Map

**Red Ski Trail**
A 3 mile trail that includes challenging hills and turns. Groomed for both classic and skate styles of cross-country skiing. **Follow red directional arrows to ski this loop.**

**Green Ski Trail**
A less challenging 2 mile trail with fewer hills. Groomed for both classic and skate styles of cross-country skiing. Best choice for beginners. **Follow green directional arrows to ski this loop.** A shortcut back to the nature center is marked at about the halfway point. Additional directional arrows pointing back to the nature center can be found on the first half of the loop for those only wanting a short ski outing.

**Love Creek Valley Loop**
A 1.1 mile loop for experienced skiers only. This loop includes challenging hills and turns on narrow trails and scenic views of the Love Creek Valley. **Caution – includes 2-way skiing on the connector trail. Please ski alert for oncoming skiers.** Groomed for classic style skiing only.

**Johanna’s Woods Loop**
A moderately challenging 0.4 mile loop with spectacular ravine views. Groomed for classic style skiing only.

**Cabin Loop**
A short classic-style skiing only loop with a nice ravine view and a more gradual climb from the lower part of the Simpson Loop to the upper part.

**Simpson, Prairie Edge and Pond & Pines Loops**
These are all wider trails groomed for both skate and classic styles of skiing. They can be skied as stand-alone loops or in part as sections of the Red or Green Ski Loops.

www.berriencounty.org/parks